
MY GREAT GRANDMOTHER

Great-grandmother definition: the mother of a grandparent | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. my
great-grandfather and great- grandmother.

We rely on our families like we do no one else. It became increasingly difficult for me as I watched her spirit
break more and more. They have had their share of trials, yet somehow, they discovered a way to continue
through life, and make things work. Around when I was eight, I found out my great-grandmother had cancer
which was gradually making her health decline. But the case with my fifth great-grandparent was completely
different. Anyone who has grandparents and great-grandparents knows how fantastic the stories that they have
are, and my nana had so many. By doing so, grandparents become more isolated from their social relations.
My great-grandparents are not perfect. They have had their share of struggles. And, they were a couple for
even longer than that. At least one of us continued to visit my nana every single day, as anybody would do. I
do not hold my great-grandparents up as perfect people. For example, in the Swedish language there is no
single word for "grandmother"; the mother's mother is termed mormor and the father's mother is termed
farmor. Grandparents taking care of their grandchildren is a common phenomenon in China due to Chinese
traditions which emphasize family harmony, collective well-being, intergenerational exchanges and filial
responsibilities. There are many things that made them an amazing couple, but one thing about them stands
out above all others. Great Grandma also spent countless hours upon hours knitting. One's great-grandparent's
parents would be "great-great-grandparents". She picked us up from school, made us snacks and dinner, and
let us watch our favorite shows. But it is only the really lucky ones that get to have great-grandparents, and
even luckier are the ones who get to grow up with them. I don't know how long she has left, but I know that
the memories we've made and the time we've shared together have made an impact on me that will never fade.
Can you imagine that? Great Grandpa definitely had a crush on Great Grandma, and when singing in the
church choir, he would make sure to position himself as close to her as possible. Her house always seemed to
have something about it that set it apart from all the rest. They had many fun dates that included ice skating,
roller skating and swimming.


